MRI planimetry for diagnosis and follow-up of valve area in mitral stenosis treated with valvuloplasty.
We sought to determine whether noninvasive planimetry by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is suitably sensitive and reliable for visualizing the mitral valve area (MVA) and for detecting increases in the MVA after percutaneous balloon mitral valvuloplasty (PBMV). In 8 patients with mitral valve stenosis, planimetry of the MVA was performed before and after PBMV with a 1.5 T MR scanner using a breath-hold balanced gradient echo sequence (True FISP). The data was compared to the echocardiographically determined MVA (ECHO-MVA) as well as to the invasively calculated MVA by the Gorlin formula at catheterization (CATH-MVA). PBMV was associated with an increase of 0.79 +/- 0.30 cm (2) in the MVA (Delta MRI-MVA). The correlation between Delta MRI-MVA and Delta CATH-MVA was 0.92 (p < 0.03) and that between Delta MRI-MVA and Delta ECHO-MVA was 0.90 (p < 0.04). The overall correlation between MRI-MVA and CATH-MVA was 0.95 (p < 0.0001) and that between MRI-MVA and ECHO-MVA was 0.98 (p < 0.0001). MRI-MVA slightly overestimated CATH-MVA by 8.0 % (1.64 +/- 0.45 vs. 1.51 +/- 0.49 cm (2), p < 0.01) and ECHO-MVA by 1.8 % (1.64 +/- 0.45 vs. 1.61 +/- 0.43 cm (2), n. s.). Magnetic resonance planimetry of the mitral valve orifice is a sensitive and reliable method for the noninvasive quantification of mitral stenosis and visualization of small relative changes in the MVA. This new method is therefore capable of diagnosing as well as following the course of mitral stenosis. It must be taken into consideration that planimetry by MRI slightly overestimates the MVA as compared to cardiac catheterization.